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Flash update: NB Private
Equity Partners
October NAV from NBPE shows continued momentum…
Update

22 November 2021

Last week, NB Private Equity Partners (NPBE) announced that its
NAV had increased by 2.4% to $30.44 (£22.21) thanks to strong
performance from private and public company valuations. In
particular, Autostore, which IPO’d in October, has been a big
driver of performance this year, contributing over $150m of gains
YTD (now 6.6% of portfolio, the largest holding as at 31/10/2021).
Realisations from the portfolio continue at a strong pace ($40m
over October), bringing total announced realisations to $365m, a
record annual level for the company. These represented 11 full or
partial sales, which were achieved at valuations in aggregate of
double (i.e. 100% above) the 31 December 2020 valuations.
This brings the NAV total return increase over the calendar year to
date (to 31/10/2021) to 39.2%, cementing NBPE’s position as one
of the best performing of the London listed private equity trusts.
NBPE is 111% invested, one of the most fully invested of the peer
group. NB have continued to selectively put capital to work,
committing $110m to seven new investments this year, and, most
recently, investing $30m into Stamps.com during October.
Stamps.com is a provider of software for e-commerce shipping
and delivery, with the investment made alongside Thoma Bravo.
The manager believes this was an attractive opportunity to invest
in a thesis driven by sector tailwinds in the large and growing
e-commerce market. In addition, this was an opportunity to
partner with Thoma Bravo, one of the world’s leading software
and technology private equity specalists, with extensive software
and operational expertise, to support the company’s next phase
of growth.

Kepler View
The NBPE juggernaut shows no signs of slowing down, with yet
another strong NAV announcement. The past twelve months have
seen the NAV appreciate by 58%, including dividends paid, driven
by strong earnings growth from underlying portfolio companies,
but also realisations as companies are sold or IPO’d. As a result of
IPO’s and appreciation of NBPE’s public stocks, NBPE’s exposure
to public companies has risen from 12% at 31 December 2020
to 21% at 31 October 2021, a situation we expect to reverse over
time as public holdings are sold down. Of the public securities,
15.7% of the public investments can be found in the top ten
holdings, illustrating how concentrated these exposures are, and
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include Petsmart Chewy, Constellation Automotive
(which owns WeBuyAnyCar.com, Cinch and BCA) and
AutoStore.
Private equity markets are still very buoyant, and it
continues to be a ‘sellers’ market’. NBPE’s portfolio
of hand-picked co-investment deals still has an
attractive maturity profile, with 67% of the portfolio
in the 2017-2019 vintage bracket. Should the market
remain supportive, many of these companies
could be approaching the time their private equity
sponsor will want to crystallise gains through an
exit transaction. Assuming this is the case, this will
continue to drive NBPE’s progress over the medium
term. With the NAV 111% geared, positive gains will
be magnified for shareholders NAV (and vice versa
for negative moves, which is clearly a potential
risk). We note that NBPE, in making co-investments,
usually does so on a fee-free basis with sponsors.
This exposes investors to only one layer of fees – a
management fee of 1.5% and performance fee of
7.5% over a hurdle of 7.5% (annual measurement)
payable to NB.
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Outside of the public markets, private equity valuations
continue to be strong. The listed direct PE management
companies (such as KKR, Apollo etc) that have reported
Q3 performance have delivered an average total return
on their investments of 6.7% over the three months to 30
September 2021 (Source: Kepler Partners). Given 43% of
NBPE’s portfolio is still valued at 30/06/2021, this means
that the most recently published NAV might be considered
conservative. On a headline basis, the shares trade on a
discount to the 30/10/21 NAV of 18.1% [note: based on
current price 1820p at 19/11/2021]. However, JPMorgan
Cazenove estimate that allowing for public company
valuation moves and assumptions on the valuation of
private investments, the NAV might be $31.70 or £23.50p,
and putting the shares on a discount of 22.6% [note based
on current price 1820p at 19/11/2021].
NBPE offers a unique way for investors to get access to
a relatively concentrated portfolio of private companies
(largely based in the US), by investing in companies that
should benefit from long-term secular growth trends and
which are arguably relatively defensive. NBPE’s balance
sheet means that investors have a somewhat geared
exposure to the performance of these companies and
deals. However, NBPE’s co-investment strategy means it
can arguably be more dynamic than its FOF peers, allowing
it to actively respond to market conditions and importantly
without the need of significant long-term commitments;
NBPE can stop investing if the manager chooses, providing
greater flexibility than most other funds which typically
have large, off-balance sheet unfunded liabilities.
Reflecting the confidence of the board on the balance
sheet, and NBPE’s strong performance, NBPE announced
a significantly higher semi-annual dividend (paid from
capital) earlier this year (32% increase over the prior year).
NBPE’s stated policy is to pay a dividend yield of 3% or
greater on NAV (as at the half year, and year end dates).
Given the continued growth in the NAV, this means that
dividends might be expected to be higher than the most
recent interim dividend suggests. Based on the historic
level of dividends, the shares yield 3.3% on the current
share price of 1820p.
View the October 2021 NAV report
Read our latest research on NBPE
Click here to add NBPE to your watchlist
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Disclaimer
This report has been issued by Kepler Partners LLP. The analyst who has prepared this report is aware that Kepler Partners LLP
has a relationship with the company covered in this report and/or a conflict of interest which may impair the objectivity of the
research.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. The value of investments can fall as well as rise and you may get back
less than you invested when you decide to sell your investments. It is strongly recommended that if you are a private investor
independent financial advice should be taken before making any investment or financial decision.
Kepler Partners is not authorised to make recommendations to retail clients. This report has been issued by Kepler Partners LLP, is
based on factual information only, is solely for information purposes only and any views contained in it must not be construed as
investment or tax advice or a recommendation to buy, sell or take any action in relation to any investment.
The information provided on this website is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or
country where such distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject Kepler Partners LLP to any
registration requirement within such jurisdiction or country. In particular, this website is exclusively for non-US Persons. Persons
who access this information are required to inform themselves and to comply with any such restrictions.
The information contained in this website is not intended to constitute, and should not be construed as, investment advice. No
representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by any person as to the accuracy or completeness of the information
and no responsibility or liability is accepted for the accuracy or sufficiency of any of the information, for any errors, omissions or
misstatements, negligent or otherwise. Any views and opinions, whilst given in good faith, are subject to change without notice.
This is not an official confirmation of terms and is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell or take any action in
relation to any investment mentioned herein. Any prices or quotations contained herein are indicative only.
Kepler Partners LLP (including its partners, employees and representatives) or a connected person may have positions in or
options on the securities detailed in this report, and may buy, sell or offer to purchase or sell such securities from time to time,
but will at all times be subject to restrictions imposed by the firm’s internal rules. A copy of the firm’s Conflict of Interest policy is
available on request.
PLEASE SEE ALSO OUR TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Kepler Partners LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN 480590), registered in England and Wales
at 70 Conduit Street, London W1S 2GF with registered number OC334771.
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